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I run my own entertainment agency is Sydney and was the DJ for Matt Barrie's company and
private events !
I run a record label too
I was resident DJ at Hugos and Goldfish ‐ both are now shut down and I have no future to
contribute
to the musical cultural input of Sydney any more ‐ its distressing and not right
Sydney is an international City ‐ gambling and profit margins of building developers should not
dictate the cultural heart of the city ‐ this is for the people to control on their terms
I have seen too many good staff and DJs lose their job over these lock outs ‐ they don't work
It's better to educate the general public in schools about binge drinking and violence
Australia does not have a culture of eating and drinking together ‐ why not enforce a law that
forces bars and clubs to feed patrons while they drink which is the case in EUROPE ‐ It settles
things down
This law is against the cultural development of individuals in Sydney ‐ I would not have formed
my band or agency if it was not for King's Cross circa 2003 ‐ 2011 period !!
Levi Foster
www.qcent.com.au
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www.qcent.com.au
Levi Foster
QCE Director / DJ / Producer / Music Programmer / Acoustic Engineer ﴾BSc / BE﴿
Quality Control Entertainment Pty Ltd

Levi 5Star's new Beach DJ Set for 2015 ‐ PRESS HERE TO DOWNLOAD / STREAM
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